To all 690 & 690A/B Commander Operators,
As you may be aware, Twin Commander has released service bulletin 241 which is the inspection and
reinforcement of the aft pressure bulkhead in the wing to fuselage attach area of the aircraft. I have attached
the first two pages of the service bulletin which shows a basic summary of the repair and the
compliance schedule of the service bulletin depending on aircraft total time. Those aircraft that are FAA part
135, and all DGAC aircraft are required to comply with the service bulletin. FAA part 91 operators are not
required compliance until the service bulletin becomes an AD. Expect an AD requiring SB241 compliance by
mid 2013 or earlier. It is recommended that the affected aircraft be repaired by a Twin Commander Service
Center. The service bulletin also states that it is mandatory that at least one person working on SB241
compliance (service center, or non-service center) attend the Twin Commander SB241 school. SB241 is very
labor intensive and requires extensive sheet metal skills; not all of the Twin Commander Service Centers will
be participating in this repair.
Executive Aircraft Maintenance (EAM) has highly qualified sheet metal technicians with the SB241
required schooling, and we have completed several SB241 Commanders to date. Due to the short amount of
compliance time of 12-36 months (depending on aircraft total time), and a relatively quick release of
the associated AD; we have begun scheduling in aircraft for SB241 compliance. We are recommending that
our operators bring their Commanders in at the time that SB208A (lower spar cap inspection), and/or SB223
(wing to fuselage bracket inspection) are due, since SB241 requires mutual access and repair to both areas in
those service bulletins. Expect 5-6 weeks of down time for SB241 with or without SB208A and SB223
compliance.
EAM is flat rating the cost for the following items:
Service Bulletin 241, $56,450.00
Service Bulletin 241 and 208A, $64,700.00 (discounted $4,500.00)
Service Bulletin 241, 208A, and 223 (parts I & III), $73,100.00 (discounted $10,600.00)
Add $7,850.00 to SB223 if brackets are found cracked and part II is required.
Flat rates include all labor, parts, NDT, miscellaneous hardware, and painting associated with
service bulletins. Discrepancies found over and above service bulletins will be quoted for repair.
Please contact me for more information on these service bulletins and scheduling,
Robert Louviaux
Aircraft Maintenance Manager
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